OFFICIAL MIDDLE SCHOOL BOOK LIST
2021 - 2022

_The Crossover_ by Kwame Alexander
(a graphic novel)

_The Disaster Days_ by Rebecca Behrens

_Wink_ by Rob Harrell

_War Stories_ by Gordon Korman

_The Oracle Code_ by Marieke Nijkamp

_Homerooms and Hall Passes_ by Tom O'Donnell

_Astronauts: Women on the Final Frontier_ by Jim Ottaviani

_Becoming Muhammad Ali_ by James Patterson and Kwame Alexander

_City Spies_ by James Ponti

_Zora and Me: The Cursed Ground_ by T.R. Simon

During the battle, author and titles must be written as they are on this official booklist. Middle initials and hyphenated names must all be included; misspellings will be accepted as long as the intent is clear.